TRANSFORMERS: LEGACY PROLOGUE

The Big Bang.

One universe, dying and nearly unihabitable, dies in a brilliant explosion of light and energy. From its ashes, another is born. 

But not all of the old reality was annhilated in the event. One holdover from the World Before, a massive Machine-God named Primus, created by a civilization long lost, floated about in this new universe alone. For centuries he found himself contemplating what he had lost in the disaster and what could come of this new universe, a fresh start with unlimited possibilities. Finally, Primus came to a conclusion: he would end his loneliness and assist the universe's growth in a way only he could. Primus transformed himself into a massive planet, dubbing himself Cybertron and soon began the process of creating a race of creatures, built within him and molded in his image. These Cybertronians were gifted with Sparks, orbs of life energy that made them far more advanced than simple machines: they were blessed with souls.

For countless eons the Cybertronians lived their lives out on Cybertron's surface in peace, building a utopian civilization. Primus was proud of his creations, and loved them dearly.

The peace ended with the coming of the Quintessions. Hideous biomechanical creatures from across the galaxy. They came across the mechanical planet, and fueled by desire for its technology and ample reserves of the miracle fuel Energon, attacked. The passive Cybertronians were no match for the militaristic race's weapons of war, and were almost conquered immediately.

In an act of desperation, Primus began bringing to life new types of Cybertronians, built to serve roles in combat: Autobots, the defenders of Cybertron who protected the innocent, and the Decepticons, warriors who would infiltrate the ranks of the Quintessions and destroy them from within. Both subraces were built with the ability to transform into vehicles, and even reformat themselves to match the machines of other civilizations. The Quintessions severely underestimated both forces and found themselves forced to flee back home, some of their weapons technology having fallen into the hands of the Cybertronians.

Peace returned, but the war had changed things on Cybertron forever. During the conflict, Primus had given the Cybertronians access to the building methods to create more of their numbers, and soon both Autobots and Decepticons were produced in droves, outnumbering the original, technically inferior Cybertronians. While both sides worked together in peace for millenia, the militaristic designs of the Decepticons gradually drove them to become more violent and brutal. Whenever trouble broke out on Cybertron, the Autobots would try to handle the matter peacefully, while the Decepticons would almost always opt to destroy the source of the problem absolutely. As both viewpoints grew more extreme and the Cybertronians began colonizing more of the surrounding planets, clashes between both sides became more common, and soon arguments turned into brawls. Brawls eventually escalated into skirmishes. All-out war, many feared, was not far off.

The spark that set the powder keg off came in the form of a minor Decepticon officer named Megatron, whose intelligence and charisma allowed him to make his way up the ranks. Megatron pushed for a massive policy change in the Decepticon forces, playing upon the common belief held by the violent machines that they were inherently superior to the Autobots, having been built to attack and destroy rather than protect and create. It was they who defeated the Quintessions while the Autobots hid themselves on Cybertron, "defending" it as an excuse for their cowardice. What right did they have to claim themselves equals to the mighty Decepticons? Megatron struck a chord with the Decepticons as a whole, and soon a systemwide rebellion was being planned.

Eventually, the order to attack the Autobots was transmitted on the Decepticon communication waveband by Soundwave, one of Megatron's trusted lieutenants and communications expert. Battles immediately broke out across the system. Autobots stationed with Decepticons soon found their former comrades firing on them. Few survived and fled back to the safety of the Autobot HQ on Cybertron, but those who did found the Decepticons had created a planetwide blockade, shooting down any ships that came close. The survivors went into hiding while Megatron and his strongest warriors assaulted the headquarters, destroying it and all inside. With all significant resistence on Cybertron destroyed, Megatron declared himself the Emperor of Destruction, the new lord of Cybertron, and took control of all the planet's governmental functions.

Primus was stunned and terrified by this chain of events. In a few thousand years his peaceful children had become ruthless warriors, and were now themselves ruled by a powermad dictator. When Primus attempted to intervene, he found that somehow, Megatron had begun supressing his functions using a salvaged Quintession Quantum Compression Cube to impression the Allspark, Primus' soul and the afterlife of all Cybertronians. With what little strength he could muster, Primus transformed the remainder of his power into The Matrix of Leadership, a device that could change the course of the seemingly hopelfess war, and launched it into space.

It travelled far across the system before it came into the hands of Optimus, a young Autobot commander who had been an associate of Megatron before the Decepticon rebellion had begun. The power of the Matrix reconfigured him into Optimus Prime, increasing Optimus' already impressive talents for combat and command to remarkable new levels. Prime began gathering the scattered Autobots to lead an attack on Cybertron itself, determined to free it from Megatron's tyranny.

With the assistence of an Autobot rebel group hiding in the Polyhex region of Cybertron, Prime's meger forces broke through the blockade and crashed into the Decepticon headquarters, now rebuilt into the Decepticon Palace. All-out war had broken out again, and this time the Autobots were ready. With superior tactics and teamwork, the Autobots defeated the numerically superior and better armed Decepticons, driving them out of much of Cybertron's major contenients. During the Battle of the Palace, Megatron and his elite soldiers escaped Prime and soon began coordinating counterattacks across the system from a new secret location. The Autobots had taken back most of their homeland, but the war was far, far from over, and it would be a long time before the next breakthrough in the conflict.

The Autobots had recovered the Allspark, but soon found that the Compression Cube around it was almost impossible to remove, having fused with the Allspark itself. Their studies continued for decades until one day, the Allspark simply vanished. Panic broke out across Cybertron. Without the Allspark, Primus had no power, and without power, the planet was doomed to die a slow, agonizing death. Now forced to rely entirely on Energon, the war took another turn as resources became the main goal of both sides, spreading further across the stars to harvest as much as they could, only to burn through it in battle and the desperate attempts to keep Cybertron alive.

Half a century later, an Autobot recon group came across something it had never seen before: a planet with a seemingly infinite Energon supply, the world being able to regenerate it almost as soon as it was harvested. Information soon leaked to the Decepticons, and both side sent their strongest warriors to claim the planet. This lead to the inevitable rematch against Optimus Prime and Megatron, both ready to finish the battle between them.

Whether or not they managed this is unknown. Shortly after the start of the battle, a freak sub-dimensional vortex tore open around the world, swallowing it and its three moons with all the Autobots and Decepticons on them. After the world vanished, the vortex closed as suddenly as it opened. In one day, the entire landscape of the war changed. Both sides had lost their leaders and some of their greatest warriors. Lost, aimless, and with Cybertron's time running out, the unthinkable happened: a treaty.

As the Autobots and Decepticons began to talk about the end of the war, a new Decepticon commander had begun to attact notice in much the same way Megatron had. Onslaught, the only survivor of the Combaticon unit, spoke out against the peace and instead came up with a better plan: he believed that the Autobots had recently compiled a list of all possible worlds the Allspark could have vanished to. With that list, the Allspark could be found, and those who had it could very well remake Cybertron in their image. The new Decepticon leaders denied Onslaught, deciding that with limited resources and the loss of Megatron, a treaty was the only logical move.

Onslaught did not take this rejection well. He began building his own personal unit of soldiers, much as Megatron had done long ago, and staged an attack on the Autobot moonbase where the list was kept. Using his superior tactical knowledge, Onslaught was not only able to retrieve the list, but also the Purgatory, a massive prisonship full of Decepticons the Autobots had captured over the course of the war. This success was possible in great part to Scrapheap, the ship's warden and a traitor to the Autobots.

After searching many worlds, Onslaught soon came to the Sol system, an insignifcant backwater star system the Autobots sometimes used as a staging area and in the case of the frozen world Pluto, an Energon resource. However, for now, there were no troop stationed there. Convinced the system's only populated planet was the resting place of the Allspark, Onslaught ordered the Purgatory to Earth, unaware that on the icecaps of the Planet Mars, a recently graduated Autobot squadron had made preperations to return home...

